In the lead up to May Day 2001, protesters were vilified by the mainstream media as 'evil scum', a dangerous 'terrorist' threat bringing chaos and rioting to the streets of London, justifying tens of 1000s of police on duty and the 'army on stand-by'. This hype did more to publicise the idea of a May Day Monopoly (anti-privatisation) game on the actual streets of London than its 'inventors' could have done, and achieved the boarding up of much of Oxford Street for a day (resulting in 'lost sales' which were totalled up in the 'damage' reported), but made violence almost inevitable in the context of aggressive over-policing and the now familiar abuse of police powers to detain people in order to search for dangerous weapons by holding them in a police cordon for hours whilst 'intelligence' is gathered. But it is this vilification of protestors that makes possible the kind of state violence we saw in Genoa in July 2001. Protesters sleeping in a social centre could be perceived as so Other by the Italian police that they brutally beat them, threatened to rape women with batons, peed and spat on them and forced responses to their fascist rhetoric.
The big international protests that grab the media's attention represent a massive mobilisation of people angry at the global economic and social order, disillusioned in the democratic process and at governments bowing to corporate pressure. But they are sometimes assumed to be the movement, rather than just one expression of it, and often a geographically mobile, relatively privileged segment. Many activists in the North take their inspiration from struggles and mobilisations of ordinary people in the South, and are at pains to demonstrate how issues such as the privatisation of public services, the erosion of workers' rights and increasing inequality amongst people of the North and poverty, hunger, poor health, sweatshop employment conditions, environmental contamination and the denial of land-rights or corporate claims over natural resources are opposite side of the same coin. It's essential to make these links apparent to pre-empt parochial or nationalist responses that fail to see how competition damages those on both sides.
Activism is only the tip of the ice-berg of a global movement, but across the world, opposition to injustice, ecological destruction and poverty is being criminalized. Radical dissenters in the UK have already been deemed terrorists under legislation passed in 2000. Even liberal commentators are alarmed, but this move flows with chilling logic from a communitarian urge for shared values, and Tony Blair's assertion of particular views as those the nation shares. The Terrorism Act 2000 redefines terrorism to include 'actions designed to influence a government', for the 'purpose of advancing a political, religious or ideological cause' and includes damage to property or interference with an electronic system. In self-righteous condemnation of protesters, the mainstream press then neglects to distinguish morally between damage to property and violence against a person. A current campaign by the UK socialist lawyers organisation asks: 'How can fax blockades, uprooting of GM crops, protest against refugee detention centres, protest against globalisation, debt and oppressive regimes, a movement to make possible 'another world' all be terrorists? In early 2001, an action against the Act, by London Reclaim the Streets (RTS) adorned London statues of Nelson Mandela and Emmeline Pankhurst with a plaque labelling them 'Terrorist' and asked who were the real terrorists: governments complicit in the threat to us all, who put the profits of the oil industry before the reality of climate change and the interests of the biotech industry before environmental safety, or those who uproot GM crops to remove the risk?
Several women activists who were unable to contribute to this piece in the end were going to describe women activists' imprisonment for 'criminal damage' to fighter planes and other tools of genocide, to highlight the moral 'bankrupcy' of a system that fails to distinguish the 'criminality' of disabling a machine from the criminality of bombing raids; of allowing agribusiness to hold hostage the environment by releasing GM crops before they are proven safe, or the 'terrorism' of political protest using NVDA from the abuse of state power to assert ideological meanings, yet deem 'terrorist' attempts to counter these meanings. Another was going to contrast Western leaders' laws to protect the free movement of capital across the globe in search of greater profits, with the increasing criminalisation of people's migration as a result of poverty exacerbated by international trading laws that protect the interest of rich nations, wars caused by imperialist foreign interventions, or displacement by environmental disasters resulting from unregulated industrialisation. But these concerns are now horrifyingly centre-stage, confirming what we already knew: that 'you can't be a terrorist if you've got an air-force'.
As George W Bush and Tony Blair justify a war on Afghanistan in the name of defending a glorified Western democracy against the terrorist threat we see the horrifying consequences of the imperialist belief in the superiority of Western culture that Berlusconi expressed, and people so 'other' to and threatening of 'our civilisation' that 'we' cannot hear their complaints. In the self-righteous conviction of George Bush, his rhetorical use of 'democracy' and 'freedom' ring hollow, not least given the insult to the word that his own election was and his privileging of oil industry interests (now, at Kyoto, and in Alaska). And as Tony Blair defends his actions on the international stage, he presumes to speak for the British people and of the unassailable values of 'civilisation'. But there is not a consensus in the UK about the values of 'civilisation'. This is the 'democracy' that passes the Terrorism Act, and promotes similar EC ruling defining terrorism as 'urban violence' by people with the aim of 'seriously altering the political, economic or social structures'. Nor is there contentment about how democracy operates and this is why there is a direct action movement. And how 'civilised' did the Italian police behave in Genoa? Neither is there a consensus about the war here, (nor even is there in the US). The reporting of the war and on opposition to it says even more about the corporate media than did the accounts of may Day: where organisers estimate 100 thousand people joined the London march to express their opposition to the war, the media counts 15 thousand, and when on 13 th October 2001, people in 100 different countries demonstrated against the war on Afghanistan, there was barely a whisper in the UK national press. The big demonstrations and international protests are just the tip of the iceberg of anger at the injustice of the global economic order, and even for activists who chose to go on them, they are often just one expression of their politics (and many activists do prefer more targeted interventions or focus more on sustaining a counter-culture and developing positive alternatives). Against the weight of the media hype only a few critical voices get heard (and many prefer not to engage with the mainstream press anyway) which leaves 'media tarts' sounding like figureheads of the movement. So here are the voices of a few women whose activism I respect greatly. Their accounts don't represent all of their politics or activities but in contrast to popular images give some first person perspectives on current activism, and the political and personal perspectives that can inform it.
The invitation to contribute framed them as 'anti-globalisation activists' and for some the distinction between anti-capitalism and anti-globalisation is significant, although in general, they chose to focus less on theoretical distinctions and identifications, and more on what they do. Perhaps the desire to make theoretical links and distinctions stems from an academic agenda, rather than an activist one. As friends and co-activists linked through aspects of a London-based activist scene, we share some social characteristics, many are fulltime activists and some work through different kinds of campaigns and organisations. All are based in the UK, though not all are British, firstlanguage English or white, some choose pseudonyms.
Six accounts cannot convey the range of perspectives among activists in this small corner of the movement, let alone women's resistance more broadly. But they do offer some illustrations of the connections that individual women draw between the politics that inform their activism and their everyday lives and local environments. They demonstrate how material practices and symbolic acts are sometimes linked in cultures of resistance. The first two accounts highlight the immediacy of activism for women, both in terms of its urgency and its connection to everyday lives through food and emotional wellbeing. The first contrasts the global reach of the biotech industry with resistance rooted in the local and respecting the particular. The second emphasises the importance of emotional support and self-care as values too easily trampled in the rat-race, and as essential for making activism itself sustainable. Both describe the pleasure of developing non-hierarchical ways of working with other women. The following two contributors prefer the term 'anti-capitalist' to 'anti-globalisation' despite writing from different ideological perspectives, and both highlight international meetings as ways of linking activists of the South and North. However, they describe different forms of organising: working either through formal structures of union and party, or through a network of non-hierarchical organisations. Issues of process, particularly the feasibility of consensus decision-making, often differentiate anarchists and those on the left, but both women are critical of the emergence of (unelected) figureheads for the movement. IndyMedia is an international network of DIY media activists getting independent reporting of local and global actions onto the web: http://www.indymedia.org.uk/ Whilst none of the laws on terrorism manage to make this illegal, the FBI have raised a Seattle Indymedia office and used the courts to censor reporting.
Joyce

Sue
I've always been an anti-capitalist, because I've been a revolutionary socialist for many years. I'm a member of the group Workers Power and do various kinds of political campaign work, including anti-sweat shop protests organised by a local network, and going on some of the international demonstrations. One aspect is working in trade unions and winning support for workers such as the Dudley hospital workers who fought privatization, as well as workers overseas in sweat shops. Last year I spoke at my union conference and won support for the international demonstration in Prague. That was the first national union support in Britain. This year many more unions gave support to the anti-capitalist protests, because rank and file workers like those in Dudley have seen the connections and pushed for union involvement.
The demonstrations culminating in Genoa show that there is huge opposition to the way the world works currently, but we're up against determined and well-armed opposition. If the movement is to make headway, it has to clarify its ideas and root itself in the struggles of the majority, of workers world-wide. In Europe the anticapitalist movement has grown up rather separated from the traditional trade union movement and we have to overcome this split, changing the trade unions in the process and challenging the old bureaucracy. Young people, especially young women, will be in the front of the movement in making these changes. That's why some of my time as an activist is spent giving back-up to the youth group 'Revolution', for instance helping with fund-raising.
The movement against globalisation (which is really against the consequences of globalisation) is extremely diverse. But I don't believe this means that that all the traditions are equally 'valid'. We must debate out our differences if we are to take the movement forward. For instance, many of the movement's influential figures think that capitalism can be rendered less harmful, either by local grass roots solutions or through the intervention of local or national states. People like George Monbiot or
We must continue to debate the 'party question'. Many participants in the movement are suspicious or downright hostile to 'parties'. Those of us who think that democratic revolutionary parties (and an International) are vital must work hard to convince others, but work alongside those in the movement who organise in different ways. One aspect of this debate is decision making. I've found that consensus methods of anti-capitalist networks can work for clarifying ideas and agreeing on a limited
The following two contributions are from women who are involved in campaigning on economic issues of pay for women's work, against military expenditure and on 'third world debt' through international networks linking women around the globe. Sara argues that the anti-globalisation movement fails to recognise women's work or the gendered dimension of debt repayment, and offers a radical critique of the reformist demands to drop the debt or reduce debt payments. Again, both show how global analyses link with local conditions and both work to develop links between women of the North and of the South. This began as an article that aimed to describe the range of forms women's resistance to globalisation takes, emphasising diverse strategies from everyday acts, the development of practical alternative resources, organising in women's groups or trades unions, mass demonstrations and symbolic defiance. Recognising that it is the women of the South, in particular, who bear the brunt of the impact of neo-liberal 'free market' economic policies, it hoped to be sensitive to the struggles for survival that might frame the urgency of resistance amongst women of the South, and make links with some of the strategies of activist women in the more privileged North. Certainly the theme of local, international or global forms of resistance emerges in any of these women's accounts, but the difficulty of understanding the perspectives of women in the majority world when their voices were not heard directly, replicated global North-South power relations by the colonising act of representation of their 'voices' by my own.
Cari
How do we hear the voices of women at the very sharp end of neo-liberal policies and strengthen our links with them? Do international links make us a global movement, or is the idea that we are one in spite of our differences of privilege a Western construct to unify and comfort? Contributors agree the importance of making connections between people in the North and South, as well as of making the connections in the arguments about opposing privatization here and corporate leaching and sweatshop employment there, but they differ on whether they see the aim as building an international movement or a network to strengthen existing smaller forces of resistance, where diversity is itself a strength. It relates to whether we look to one revolution or to a myriad littler revolutions, but activists are forming coalitions to oppose the neo-liberal economic order across ideological differencesregardless of whether 'global capitalism' or 'corporate globalisation' is our preferred term, and the strength of alliances might relate more to differences along the reform/revolution dimension than of ideology, certainly when the focus is on action. It might well be that the sense of a unified movement dissolves when we start to discuss/create positive alternatives, as some commentators predict, but it might also be precisely then that diversity will be a strength, as local solutions are needed within a global perspective. For activists, the priority is to get on and do something now, not to the exclusion of analysis, but even profound differences mustn't stop us from acting now against the things we don't like. In the face of hostile and reactionary voices that gleefully point out the significance of tools of globalisation, such as the internet, in the mobilization of opposition to it, or the superficial observations of protestors wearing sweatshop brands, we must assert that we needn't have all the answers before we identify the problems, as a banner at London's 2001 May Day protests said: 'Overthrow Capitalism and Replace it with Something Nicer'.
Meanwhile, what are we doing? Global forums where activists from the North do get to hear directly about struggles in the South (and no doubt simple attributions to this binary are defied) include the People's Global Action, the Global Women's Strike and International Women of Colour for Wages for Care Work networks. At the time of writing, one contributor is in Bolivia at an international PGA conference, gathering testimonies of women from around the globe (contactable afterwards for speaking/slide-shows via pgabolivia@yahoo.co.uk); another is travelling to a European food 'safety' meeting to lobby for sustainable agriculture and to work in soup kitchens; and many of us are frantically emailing people we know around the globe in the hope that strengthening personal links can go some way to interrupting the construction of 'the West' against its Others, the 'civilised' world against the Islamic world. 
